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Senior Backend Engineer As innovators at the forefront of global cross-border payments,

we champion the belief that secure and efficient financial transactions are a

fundamental human right. This conviction guides us in fostering robust communities and, by

extension, empowering global economies. Our mission is bold: to design the next generation

of banking and payment services, making them universally accessible and seamlessly

connecting people and businesses around the worldWho Are We?Layer2 Financial is a

symphony of passion, innovation, and resilience. Our rapidly growing team is a melting pot of

expertise spanning technology, banking, compliance and beyond. Each member is a

cornerstone, contributing to a foundation strong enough to challenge and change the global

banking and payment systems.Who Are You?Layer2 Financial is not a destination for those

content with the status quo; we're a beacon for those fueled by innovation, creativity, and an

insatiable pursuit of excellence. Your journey with us means being part of a cause. Ideal

candidates have not only engineered complex software from scratch but have imprinted their

visions upon their creations. This role demands more than technical expertise; it requires a

passion for transformative ideas and the ambition to execute them. We value pioneers who

have thrived in the dynamic environments of product-centric startups, where ownership of

critical components and navigating the challenges of mission-critical systems is second

nature. If your work history speaks to doing the exceptional—far beyond the ordinary, we want

you on our frontier. Your Craftsmanship:Absolute mastery in Java, SpringBoot, and a solid

grasp of architectural styles including MicroServices.A knack for writing testable code and a

believer in agile methodologies.Leadership potential to guide and inspire teams.Experience or
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a keen interest in blockchain, crypto development, or fintech is highly regarded.Why Layer2

Financial?We're dedicated builders, thinkers, and innovators committed to excellence and

relentless in meeting customer needs—our work doesn't stop until solutions are found. This isn’t

possible with traditional working hours. In this journey, we cherish and protect our team,

ensuring support through every challenge and recognition for every achievement. Our

compensation reflects the value and dedication you bring, offering both salary and stock

options. Together, we're not just working; we're crafting legacies and reshaping the

future.Location:Whether you're in the GTA or halfway across the globe, our digital-first

culture ensures you're connected, engaged, and an integral part of our family. And yes, fun is

a serious business here at Layer2 Financial. We cherish our team gatherings, and your voice

will shape how we celebrate our milestones.Join Us:If you're driven by the desire to do

meaningful work that goes beyond the ordinary, to be part of a story where every line matters,

Layer2 Financial is your stage. Let's redefine banking and payments for a better world,

together.
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